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DEFINITIONS

“Account/s” mean active deposit accounts with METROBANK.
“Electronic Banking (EB) Services” mean METROBANK’s various connectivity channels that may include manual and

electronic banking facilities and delivery channels that enable Customers to: (a) send Instructions to METROBANK via multiple
connectivity channels, including but not limited to electronic banking platform (e.g. secured file transfer protocol, open
application program interface, etc.); (b) view Account/s details; (c) perform and send Instructions for debit and credit,
payment, transfers and such other Instructions with or without the use of check and payment instruments against their
Account/s; (d) send credit-related Instructions such as availment of loans, letter of credit, bank guarantees or financing; and
(e) avail of other products and facilities offered through EB Services.
“Users” mean any of the Customer’s System Administrator, Maker, Verifier, Authorizer and Releaser, who are authorized by
the Customer from time to time to access and use the EB Services.
“Instructions” mean any communication, order, message, enquiries, data and other information exchanges, statement,
advices, reports and other financial and credit related instructions actually received by METROBANK pursuant to EB Services.
“Personal Data” means data, which relates to a person who can be identified or identifiable: (a) from those data or (b)
those data combined with other information, which is in METROBANK’s possession or is likely to come into its possession.
“System” means hardware, software, application and telecommunication links or any part thereof used from time to time for
the purpose of providing, supporting, accessing, using and/or otherwise related to the EB Services.
GENERAL
METROBANK does not guarantee the availability of EB Services and Customer acknowledges that, some or all of the EB
Services may be temporarily unavailable at certain times due to System and bank related maintenance, relevant cut-off times,
computer, telecommunications, electrical failure or error and/or other reasons beyond METROBANK’s control.
Transactions, products, facilities and services provided by METROBANK through EB Services are subject to specific terms and
conditions agreed between METROBANK and the Customer and will take precedence in case of inconsistency or conflict with
this Terms and Conditions. Account/s are further subject to METROBANK’s Deposit Terms and Conditions, which are deemed
incorporated herein.
Credit-related transactions processed through the EB Services are subject to credit approvals and limits imposed by
METROBANK.
METROBANK may at any time, determine the scope of, restrict, modify, cancel, deactivate, suspend or discontinue any of
such transactions, products, facilities and/or services offered through EB Services.
To avoid automatic rejection of any Instruction, Customer must at all times ensure that sufficient cleared funds are available
for use in the Account/s to cover any of the immediate or scheduled Instructions, including related bank charges, fees and
taxes. Customer agrees that any charges, damages or penalties incurred due to insufficient funds will be for the Customer’s
sole account.
Customer may maintain their own System (“Customer System”) that can be used to connect with the EB Services and is
responsible for ensuring, monitoring and reviewing the security, adequacy, and compatibility of such System for use with the
EB Services.
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR AND USERS
Customer authorizes the System Administrator to manage, monitor and control the use of the EB Services, which includes
among others: (a) creating, deleting or modifying User profiles; (b) assigning authorization limits and access of each User;
and (c) maintaining the security of the transmission and delivery of the Instructions.
Customer further authorizes each User to access and send Instructions for the Account/s through EB Services,
notwithstanding any existing limits or signing rules on the Account. Customer agrees that its Users are the Customer’s agents
for the EB Services and are authorized to give Instructions on the Customer’s behalf, even if such Instructions conflict with
other orders or directives given by the Customer.
Customer warrants and shall ensure that internal controls are in place and that its interests are adequately protected in
designating its System Administrator. The Customer shall at all times be responsible for the action or inactions of its System
Administrator and Users.
Customer shall ensure and warrants that its Users are authorized and will comply with this Terms and Conditions. The
Customer shall be solely responsible for the change, removal, modification of the Users’ authority.
Customer hereby confirms and ratifies all transactions, operations and actions of its System Administrator and Users, made or
performed, processed or effected through the EB Services.
INSTRUCTIONS
Customer must ensure that only authorized Users and Customer System will send, transmit, or authorize the transmission of
the Instructions or otherwise will have access to the EB Services.
METROBANK will only process fully-authorized and authenticated Instructions validly received by METROBANK from the EB
Services, any delivery channel or Customer System. The Customer shall ensure that METROBANK receives the Instructions. If
the Customer has reason to believe that an Instruction has not been accurately or completely received by METROBANK, the
Customer shall immediately notify or resend the Instructions.
Customer acknowledges and agrees that certain Instructions may not be processed immediately as it is dependent on the
time or day that such were received by METROBANK and/or may further be processed by a Third Party Provider. Any
Instruction received after the relevant cut-off time will be treated as an Instruction received on the next business day.
METROBANK reserves the right to change the schedules, cut-off times and/or actual processing time, without prior notice.
METROBANK may immediately reverse all or part of the credit or debit (including any interests), and perform necessary
posting adjustments to any amount(s) that it has erroneously credited and/or debited to any Account.
METROBANK may not process an Instruction if it has reason to believe that there is error, fraud or forgery, breach of security
or if the Instruction is, in METROBANK’s sole opinion, inaccurate, incomplete or inconsistent with METROBANK’s policies, law
or regulation. To the extent permitted by law, METROBANK shall not be liable for any losses, damages, costs or expenses,
which the Customer may suffer or incur because of METROBANK’s exercise of its rights under this clause or relying on such
erroneous, fraudulent, incomplete or inaccurate Instruction. Notwithstanding the foregoing, METROBANK may but shall not be
required to investigate the authenticity or authority of Users sending the Instruction or to verify the accuracy and
completeness of the Instructions.
The Customer shall be solely liable for any losses or claims because of fraud, forgery, breach of security, inaccuracies,
inconsistencies, duplication or errors in the Instructions and/or for any wrongful payment or credit to a different beneficiary
as a result of using multiple delivery channels to send the Instructions and/or arising from the Customer’s or its User’s breach
of this Terms and Conditions.
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In the event that the Customer requests METROBANK in writing to recall, cancel or amend an Instruction, METROBANK will
exert reasonable efforts to comply with such request but will not be liable in case of failure to do so.
Any dispute arising from the Customer’s Instructions or wrongful payment shall be resolved between the Customer and the
intended beneficiary. Customer shall hold free and harmless METROBANK from any losses, liabilities, suits, damages, claims,
and/or any other expenses in connection with the said dispute.
METROBANK may, at its discretion and without providing any reason; (a) require any Instruction to be confirmed through
alternative means; (b) decline to act on or refrain from processing an Instruction, which is subject to verification; and/or (c)
determine the order of priority in processing multiple Instructions.
METROBANK will comply with its obligations in accordance with the standards and practices of the banking industry, and may
use any communications, clearing switch operators, payment system, automated clearing house, network, correspondent
bank partners, accredited third party service provider or other entity (collectively, “Third Party Provider”) it reasonably selects
to perform the Customer’s Instructions. METROBANK will not be liable for any failure, error, nonperformance and
unavailability of any Third Party Provider.
Customer agrees that any Instruction with respect to the Customer’s Account/s or to any third-party Account/s enrolled in the
Customer’s EB account shall at all times be subject to such limits and conditions as may be reasonably imposed by
METROBANK from time to time.
SECURITY
Customer and its Users will comply with certain security protocols set by METROBANK, which are designed to authenticate an
Instruction (“Protocol”). Depending on the Instruction’s mode of transmission, the Protocol may consist of any one or a
combination of the following: (i) Customer’s log-on to METROBANK’s connectivity channels; (ii) signature verification; (iii) call
back process; (iv) unique transaction identifier; (v) digital signatures; (vi) multifactor authentication; (vii) user entitlements;
or (viii) such other measures as deemed appropriate by METROBANK under the circumstances.
Customer and its Users will comply with the Protocol as a pre-requisite to their access and/or use of the EB Services.
All Instructions sent in accordance with the Protocol are final, conclusive, valid and binding against the Customer.
The Customer and its Users will be responsible for keeping their User IDs and passwords (“Security Profile”) and the Protocol
confidential and secure. The Customer will bear all risks and losses arising from or in connection with such unauthorized
disclosure of the Protocol and Security Profile.
Customer will immediately notify METROBANK in case it has reason to believe that (i) the Protocol or Security Profile has been
compromised; or (ii) there was unauthorized transaction, access and/use of the EB Services.
Although METROBANK has set reasonable safeguards, it does not guarantee that the EB Services will be free from any
security risks, interruption, errors, viruses or other malicious, destructive or corrupting code or that any defect will be
corrected. METROBANK will continually monitor security threats and take appropriate action, exercising the care reasonably
expected of a bank in providing similar services.
Customer will only log-on to METROBANK’s official website and not access such from other links to prevent phishing,
pharming or other cyber-attacks.

6.

CHECKS AND PAYMENT INSTRUMENTS
The Customer shall be responsible for the safekeeping, security and proper use of its checkbooks, payment instruments
and/or related materials in connection with the EB Services. Customer shall immediately inform METROBANK in writing in case
of loss or stolen checks or any payment instruments. In case of Account closure, Customer shall destroy or return any unused
checks, payment instruments and/or related materials.

7.
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BANK CHARGES, FEES AND TAXES
The Customer shall pay METROBANK all applicable fees and charges specified in this Terms and Conditions, “Annex A” and in
other communication channels under clause 9. METROBANK may modify such fees and charges by providing the Customer
with at least 30 days prior notice through any of the communication channels under clause 9.
METROBANK may at any time, debit any Account and apply such amounts due to METROBANK, which includes, but not
limited to the following: (a) checkbook reorder; (b) service charges on inter-regional transactions; (c) transaction, service or
commission fees; (d) usage, implementation or maintenance fees; (e) all taxes and government fees, assessments, penalties;
or (f) all other bank charges, penalties, return charges, cancellation charges, out-of-pocket expenses, costs, and/or expenses
related/incidental to the EB Services and to the applicable transaction, product, services or facility.
METROBANK may impose either of the following fee structure for the EB Services, namely: (a) fee based charging; (b)
average daily balance (ADB) based charging: or (c) combination of ADB and fee based charging as specified in “Annex A.”
The required ADB is based on the projected transaction volume per month as indicated in “Annex A.” In case the transactions
exceed the projected volume, the Customer agrees that METROBANK may debit fees from any Account/s equivalent to the
additional transactions.
If the Customer is unable to meet the total required ADB as indicated in “Annex A,” METROBANK shall automatically charge
the Customer a penalty fee of 5% per annum of the ADB shortfall.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
All rights, titles, trademarks, copyrights and interests arising from or in connection with the EB Services are owned by
METROBANK or the relevant Third Party Provider.
The Customer recognizes such proprietary interest and agrees to use the EB Services only for its intended purpose and shall
not disassemble, decompile, copy, modify or reverse-engineer relating thereto or allow anyone else to do so. Customer will
be solely liable for all costs and expenses incurred by METROBANK in rectifying such violation of this clause.
COMMUNICATION CHANNELS, NOTICES AND ALERTS
Customer shall regularly review and examine notices and alerts concerning the Account/s or the EB Services sent by
METROBANK through METROBANK’s website, notices, phone, e-mail messages, electronic alerts, specific prompts, reminders,
transactional confirmation, and/or other electronic channels using the contact details provided to METROBANK. Customer
must always ensure that these contact details are accurate and updated.
It is the Customer and its User’s responsibility to ensure the security of their phones, e-mail addresses and network
communication facilities and hereby holds free and harmless METROBANK, its subsidiaries and affiliates, as well as any of its
officers, directors and employees against any and all losses, claims, damages, penalties, liabilities, suits and costs of any kind
arising from such breach of security, including but not limited to those relating to secrecy laws or regulations (if any) should
any communication be viewed or accessed by any unauthorized person.
Should the Customer receive any data or information that is not intended for the Customer, it will immediately notify
METROBANK and delete such data or information from its phone or System. Customer shall maintain the confidentiality of
such information.
LIABILITY
METROBANK shall not be liable for any loss or damage of whatever nature arising from or in connection with the following:
(a) any unauthorized interceptions or use of data relating to the Customer or to the Account/s; (b) disruption, delay or
inability to access and/or use the EB Services due to circumstances beyond METROBANK’s reasonable control such as
prolonged power outages, problems due to hardware or software (including viruses and bugs), System related issues and
maintenance (e.g. incompatibility, upgrade errors in the System), breakdown in telecommunication facilities, fires, typhoon,
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flood, earthquake or any other similar calamity or war, terrorism, revolution, riot, civil or military disorder, strike, lockout or
other industrial action, acts of the government and other similar acts; (c) any improper, fraudulent, unauthorized transactions
due to theft, unauthorized disclosure of the Security Profile or violation of the Protocol, with or without the Customer’s
participation; or (d) inaccurate, incomplete or delayed information due to disruption or System failure; or (e) other causes,
which effectively prevents METROBANK from implementing an Instruction or complying with its obligations.
METROBANK will not be liable for special, consequential, indirect, incidental, punitive damages or loss of actual or anticipated
profits arising out of or in connection with the EB Services, and the non-performance and unavailability of any Third Party
Provider, any modification, suspension or termination of the use of EB Services, whether Customer had advised METROBANK
of the possibility of such loss or damage.
Customer agrees to hold METROBANK free and harmless and indemnify METROBANK from any losses, liabilities, suits,
damages, claim, and/or any other expenses, arising from or in connection with the Customer’s breach of these Terms and
Conditions.
ACCOUNT INFORMATION, BANK SECRECY AND PERSONAL DATA
METROBANK will take commercially reasonable precautions to preserve the integrity and confidentiality of information relating
to the Customer, its Account/s and Users. However, the Customer acknowledges and agrees that METROBANK is authorized
to provide or disclose information, including Personal Data and Account/s details to any Third Party Provider to the extent
necessary: (a) for the purpose of giving effect to any Instructions; or (b) for complying with this Terms and Conditions,
applicable laws, regulations or any order or directive from courts or regulatory agencies such as the Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas (BSP).
Customer waives its right of confidentiality under Philippine bank secrecy laws including but not limited to R.A. No. 1405 (Law
on Secrecy of Bank Deposits), R.A. No. 6426 (Foreign Currency Deposit Act) and R.A. No. 8791 (General Banking Law of
2000), as may be amended in each case, to the extent necessary for METROBANK or Third Party Provider to deliver the EB
Services to the Customer and perform their obligations herein.
For so long as the Customer avails of the EB Services, it acknowledges and agrees that METROBANK or the Third Party
Provider can hold, process or use any of its User’s Personal Data in connection with the access or use of the EB Services.
If Customer provides Personal Data of any individual including its Users and authorized representatives, Customer confirms,
warrants and represents that it had obtained the required consent of such individuals to the collection, processing, use and
disclosure of their Personal Data to METROBANK or a Third Party Provider in accordance with Data Privacy Act of 2012 and
METROBANK’s policies related to Data Privacy and Information Security or any amendments thereof.
Customer and its Users agree that its use of EB Services will constitute as its acceptance of METROBANK’s policies including
those related to Data Privacy and Information Security or any amendments thereof.
RECORDS CONCLUSIVE
Customer should regularly review its Account/s and records of the Instructions sent and processed through EB Services and
immediately or within thirty days (30) days from transaction date, inform METROBANK of any discrepancy or inaccuracy in
any advice or notice, statement or any record sent through EB Services in accordance with clause 9. Should the Customer fail
to do so, the Customer is deemed to have accepted the accuracy of such notice, statement, record or transaction.
Except for manifest error, Customer accepts METROBANK’s records of any Instruction as final, conclusive and binding against
the Customer.
TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION OF ACCESS
METROBANK reserves the right to terminate or suspend the Customer’s or its User’s access to the EB Services without prior
notice in case: (a) the Customer is in breach of these Terms and Conditions or any other agreement with METROBANK; (b) it
is required to comply with any legal or regulatory obligation, order of a competent court or METROBANK’s internal policies
and procedures; (c) Customer is insolvent; (d) Customer mishandles its Account/s; (e) the Account/s may have been used or
is being used for any fraudulent or illegal transactions or activities, such as but not limited to violation of anti-money
laundering and terrorist financing laws; (f) such action is required to protect METROBANK’s System from harm, including any
form of denial of service attack or from viruses or malicious codes; (g) Users’ inactivity for more than one (1) year from last
access; or (h) in METROBANK’s sole judgement, the Customer’s continued access to the EB Services may expose
METROBANK to any commercial, reputational, legal, regulatory or other risks.
Either Party may, at any time, and without incurring any liability, terminate the Customer’s access to the EB Services by
providing the other Party with at least 30 calendar days prior written notice.
OTHERS
Customer can report any unauthorized transaction, errors or complaints/concerns through any of the following points of
contact; (a) METROBANK’s Customer Service; (b) E-mail; (c) EB Services; or (c) any of METROBANK’s branches or offices.
Customer agrees to cooperate with METROBANK and provide the necessary information for the investigation and resolution of
a complaint.
Customer may not assign any of its rights and obligations pursuant to its use and access to the EB Services to any third party,
without METROBANK’s prior written consent.
METROBANK may assign, license, sub-contract, transfer or delegate any of its rights or obligations herein to any of its
subsidiaries, affiliates, or any other third party without prior notice to the Customer if it does not materially adversely affect
the provision of EB Services to the Customer.
METROBANK reserves the right, at any time, to amend or modify these Terms and Conditions. It is the Customer and User’s
responsibility to check for any changes to these Terms and Conditions. Any modification and/or supplement to these Terms
and Conditions will be posted on METROBANK’s website or sent through other communication channels under clause 9.
Continued use of the EB Services shall constitute Customer’s acceptance of the amended Terms and Conditions.
Customer represents and warrants at all times that (a) all executed documents or forms submitted to METROBANK have been
duly authorized by, and validly executed by an official having authority from, its board of directors, stockholders or other
governing body and are all valid, enforceable, and binding against the Customer; (b) all information provided to METROBANK
in connection with the EB Services are true, complete and accurate; (c) the Customer is validly existing and legally capable of
entering into and performing its obligations under this Terms and Conditions; and (d) the Customer’s Instructions and use of
the EB Services will not violate any contract, law or regulation.
By using the EB Services, the Customer agrees to be bound by the foregoing Terms and Conditions, policies, laws, rules and
regulation applicable to METROBANK, the EB Services and its delivery channels, now existing or which may hereinafter be
issued.
These Terms and Conditions are construed and governed by Philippine laws. Any dispute arising from or pursuant to these
terms and conditions shall be resolved exclusively before Makati Courts, Philippines.
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